
Shaw Fuel Cap Service: 
The military and, by now, most civilian owners have replaced the old style fuel tank caps 
with later-style Shaw caps. The Shaw caps provide positive seals and prevent the water 
infiltration and fuel siphoning that plagued the original-style caps.  
But the Shaw caps are not maintenance-free. Periodically, the caps' o-rings should be 
inspected for crazing and cracking. The large o-rings should be periodically re-lubed with a 
thin film of Fuel-Lube for preservation and a more positive seal against the filler neck. 
The following photos depict the sequence of actions to service the Shaw-style fuel caps for 
a Birddog. My apologies for the soft images in some of the photos. That resulted from 
trying to take close-up photos with a camera not intended for close-ups. I believe they're 
still of use, however, if you're replacing seals (o-rings) in your Shaw caps – particularly so 
if for the first time. 

When it's time to service (overhaul) the caps, here's what you need to do: 
 

 
01.  Shaw fuel cap, as installed 



 
02.  Remove the chain from the clip - keep the clip with the cap to avoid losing it in 
the tank. 
 

 
03.  Necessary Materials: See Fig 107 of the 1972 edition of the -34P Parts Manual 
for list of the o-rings and cotter pins. Additionally, "Fuel-Lube" or "EZ Turn" brand 
of fuel-resistant lubricant will be needed. Basic tools are shown.  
 



 
04.  Refer to figure 107 of your -34P Parts Manual (1972 edition, others may have a 
different-numbered illustration). That illustration and its parts list is The Gospel. 
 

 
05. Note that the cap has been disassembled and the parts laid out in the order in 
which they were removed. In particular, note the position of the latches' tapers and 
the direction of arch of the Tinnerman clips installed on the pins. 



 
06.  Latches with arched Tinnermans as springs. 
 

 
07. Latches with arched Tinnermans installed on the latches' pins. 
 



 
08. Remove the old small o-ring from the shaft. A small wooden stick (in this case, a 
soft "orange stick" purchased in bulk at a beauty supply shop) simplifies the job. 
Note the half-moon washer on the top of the cap, near the recess in which it's 
installed. 
 

 
09. Clean the shaft with Stoddard solvent or mineral spirits. Very lightly re-oil. 
Generously lubricate the new small o-ring with Fuel-Lube and slide it into its detent 
on the shaft. Remove Fuel-Lube from the small diameter of the shaft to avoid 
introducing the lubricant into the fuel tank. 



 
10. Remove the large o-ring from its groove in the cap body. Again, a soft wooden 
stick eases the job without damaging the cap's surfaces. 
 

 
11.  Lubricate the large o-ring with Fuel-Lube. It should be applied smoothly to avoid 
"globs" of lubricant that could enter the tank. 



 
12.  Reinsert the half-moon stainless washer in its recess in the outer top of the cap. 
That piece must be installed to prevent the center shaft's latch-lever from gouging 
the casting. Install the center shaft and then the latches into each of their three 
locations, aligning the pins on each latch. Tinnermans are installed on the inside 
pins with arches toward the to-be-installed center cover. Index the center cover on 
the flats of the center shaft. Only one orientation will permit the three central 
operating mechanism pins to engage the three holes in the cover. Then install the 
washers. Note the location of the large ID washer that's in direct contact with the 
center cover, then the standard washer on top of that first washer, then the crown 
nut and - after checking operation, see #13 -  its cotter pin. Do not overtighten the 
nut - the shaft must rotate easily.  
 



 
13. Check the operation of the cap on the fuel tank's filler neck. The crown nut may 
need to be adjusted to provide the right snugness of the cap on the particular tank 
for which it's intended. While testing, the cotter pin must be inserted to hold the cap 
in an assembled, operating condition. After successful testing, install the wire clip 
and attach the retention chain to the clip. You're done!   
Periodically reapply a thin film of Fuel-Lube to the large o-ring to help preserve it 
and make for a better seal. Be careful not to get any Fuel-Lube in the fuel tank. It can 
raise hobb with filter screens in the tank and, particularly, in our pressure 
carburetors! 
 

– END – 
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